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Our understanding of the transition from partons to hadrons in QCD has been challenged in recent
years. In particular for high-multiplicity minimum-bias events at the LHC, novel experimentation
techniques have revealed tantalising indications of non-trivial and possibly collective phenomena.
A new wave of model building efforts has ensued, including ideas of colour reconnections, colour
ropes, interacting strings, and hydrodynamics. It is essential to develop further sensitive probes of
the mechanisms underpinning this fundamental aspect of QCD, to find answers to key questions
such as if and how jet universality is broken and whether collective effects are relevant in pp
collisions. The answers will not only be of fundamental interest but will also impact precision
studies that rely on hadronisation models, as well as the interpretation of heavy-ion results that use
pp collisions as a reference. Using strangeness and baryons as tracers, we propose an extension of
minimum-bias studies adapted to the environment of the underlying event which show substantial
discriminatory power between several alternative models of soft physics.
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1. The Underlying Event

2. The Extremes of the Underlying Event
While the mean activity level, hN(Trans.)i, in the UE transverse region reaches a plateau, there
are large event-by-event fluctuations correlated to the number of MPI in each event. We define the
transverse ratio variable RT = N(Trans.)/ hN(Trans.)i for events satisfying 10 < plead
T < 30 GeV.
RT relates the per-event transverse activity level to the average over all events in the sample. For
RT  1, MPI accompanying the hard scatter is suppressed and LEP-style fragmentation behaviour
is expected. For RT > 1, a large number of MPI is expected and their correlations within the colourfield of the protons can give rise to collective phenomena which must be accounted for in order to
describe data. Three models which attempt to describe this high-MPI region in differing ways are
Pythia 8.2 with a new colour-reconnection model, Dipsy with colour ropes and Epos. In brief,
Pythia 8.2 with the Monash tune [5, 6, 7] introduces a new colour re-connection model which
approximates to the full group theoretical weights from SU(3) and allows for three-way ‘string
junctions’ to form [8]. Note that a further set of models including thermal and close-packing
effects were implemented in Pythia 8.2 after this work was completed, see [9]. Dipsy [10] allows
for geometrically nearby strings to act coherently as a ‘colour rope’ with higher intrinsic tension
which affects their hadronisation [11]. Epos [12, 13] identifies high-density ‘core’ regions of the
event which are subject to a hydrodynamic modelling. The effects of these differing modelling
√
choices are investigated using pp Monte Carlo simulation at s = 13 TeV.

3. Baryons and Strange Hadrons as Hadronisation Probes
Baryon production requires an antisymmetric combination of three colours which makes it
potentially sensitive to sub-leading colour correlations between nearby partons while the relative
suppression of strange quarks is particularly sensitive to the effective scale of hadronisation since
1 Here

hN(Trans.)i, the number of particles in the transverse region where the average is over all events.
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A brief summary of the work in [1] is presented. The underlying event (UE, see [2]) encompasses the collection of final state particles produced from a single hadronic (here, pp) collision
whose origin is not directly related to the ‘hardest’ parton-parton scattering in the event, but whose
make-up is dominated instead by multiple soft parton interactions (MPI). Activity levels in the underlying event are typically measured in regions of the azimuth with respect to a leading transverse
object (plead
T ) which plays the role of a transverse thrust axis for the event. The UE ‘transverse
region’, spanning the azimuthal region 90◦ ± 30◦ with respect to the plead
object, receives minT
imal contributions from the hard scatter and any associated recoil. Mean activity levels1 in this
‘transverse region’ are therefore sensitive to the average amount of MPI as a function of plead
T . For
leading track-jet (anti-kt R = 0.4 [3]) studies, it is observed that the average activity level in the
transverse region rises as a function of plead
T . This rise is correlated with a shrinking pp impact palead
rameter such that for pT > 10 GeV, the impact parameter is small and the average activity level in
the transverse region plateaus with only a small residual dependence on plead
T , driven by wide-angle
radiation from the hard scatter [4].
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Figure 1: Ratio of average p + p̄ multiplicity to inclusive yield (a) and Λ + Λ̄ to KS0 multiplicity (b). Both
as a function of the per-event inclusive transverse multiplicity with respect to its mean value. The inclusive
yield contains charged stable particles along with identified strange hadrons, cuts on pT > 200 MeV and
|η| < 2.5 were applied to all particles.

4. Conclusion
The multiplicity of strange hadrons and baryons are shown in Monte Carlo to be effective
discriminants against different modelling of the hadronisation potential in the ‘transverse region’
of the underlying event as a function of the the per-event activity level in the underlying event with
respect to the mean. When measured in data, these variables will allow for discrimination between
competing models of hadronisation in high-multiplicity proton proton interactions where collective
phenomena are expected to become important. It will be particularly interesting to determine if the
trends in the UE match those recently observed by the ALICE collaboration in high-multiplicity
minimum-bias events [14].
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ms ∼ ΛQCD . Baryon and strange-hadron multiplicities are hence useful experimental probes when
investigating the hadronisation potential in the UE as a function of RT .
In Fig. 1(a), the ratio of the average N(p + p̄) to the average inclusive N particle multiplicity in
the transverse region is plotted as a function of RT . For the more advanced colour-reconnection in
Pythia (New CR) and Dipsy Rope, a ∼ 40% larger normalised proton yield is predicted with respect
to the baseline Pythia and Dipsy NoSwing models. The more advanced models additionally show
a greater dependence on RT than the baseline models as observed from the trend in the ratio plot.
Epos has the overall strongest trend with RT but predicts a smaller normalised proton yield than the
Pythia New CR and Dipsy Rope models.
In Fig. 1(b), the ratio of the average Lambda baryon to average KS0 meson multiplicity in the
transverse region is plotted as a function of RT . Here the baseline Pythia and Dipsy NoSwing
models predict little to no dependence on RT whereas the more advanced models: Pythia New CR,
Dipsy Rope and Epos all show a strong dependence resulting in higher relative Lambda baryon
yields at large values of RT , reaching a 90% enhancement by RT = 4
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